INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

gants/moufles

Reference:

25/07/2013
commercial@edc-protection.com

54385 Noviant aux Près
Tél : 03.83.23.68.68
Fax : 03.83.24.14.11

Description:

GLOVE five fingers Kevlar ®. Fleece underneath. back
aluminized
5 glove fingers. Contact face crafted Fleece Kevlar ®. Back aluminized paraaramid fiber 500g / m². Sewn with Kevlar ® thread - internal insulation
fleece wool or cotton - Total length: 30, 40 and 50cm - Size: 10 - Ref E452080X

dimensions:

Recommandation

4520

old refernce: 4163

30-40-50cm

Sizes available:

T 10/11 Unique

allows contact parts to 250 ° C. Above the glove protecting the back of the hand against radiant
heat and projections of molten metal

The materials for this articles does not contain any substance that can harm the health of the user
This PPE is in conformity with the provisions of Directive 89/696/EEC
has been the subject of the "CE de Type" N°

0072/217/162/07/95/0378/ext 01 et 02

The CE marking on these items means respect for the essential requirements of European Directive on Personal Protective
Equipment based on the EN 420.
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abrasion
Cut by slicing
Tear
perforation

X not tested or not in the purpose of this glove
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Behaviour in fire
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small projections of liquid metal
Large projection of molten metal

Use only within the risks covered above
A dirty glove or mitten can result in reduced protection
Maitenance It is therefore not recommended washing gloves and mittens because it can affect performances.
Grease and oil on a glove can ignite, a wet glove faster transmit heat.

Storage:

protected from light and somewhere dry free of moisture, oils, greases, etc...

recommandations: wear appropriate PPE in addition to (fireproof clothing, cuff and / or aluminized coat ...)

